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Spotify is a music and podcast streaming service owned and operated by Spotify AB in Sweden with offices in New York City,
Stockholm, London, Paris, Berlin and Stockholm. Founded on 8 August 2008 by Daniel Ek and Martin Lorentzon as a
freemium online music service, it has grown into a digital music company with more than 60 million paying subscribers
worldwide. It is available in more than 100 countries. Users can create, edit and share playlists, share tracks on social media
sites, and make playlists with other users. Music searches can be done through the service's data base. Spotify provides access to
over 30 million songs. Spotify is available in most of Europe, most of the Americas, Australia, New Zealand and parts of Africa
and Asia. The service is available for Android, iOS (iPad), Windows Phone devices, Apple TV (4th generation), Chromecast
(2nd generation), Windows 10 computers only as a web player. The software allows users to create, edit and share digital
playlists. Spotify provides access to over 30 million songs.

Spotify is a freemium product, which means that two services exist, one free service restricted to certain types of content, and
another paid-for service that offers more features. Users can listen to any song in the Spotify catalog through the free service,
but are limited to 10 hours of listening per month. Users can pay for Spotify Premium if they wish to remove the time
restrictions on the free service, or if they have a premium account through a mobile phone operator or other media provider.
Spotify Premium subscribers can listen to any song in the Spotify catalog. Spotify has announced that it will modify its policy
on pirating music. For any track that is pirated, the artist will receive no payment for that track. There have been some activities
by people claiming to be affiliated with Spotify and who were encouraging pirates to turn off the ability of non-subscribers to
use Spotify's free service and then use a paid account exclusively through a mobile phone or other media provider. The changes
took effect on October 22, 2016 and Spotify has stated that it will pursue "all available remedies" against those found guilty of
such activities. In June 2016, Spotify announced the addition of artists to its "Discover Weekly" playlist. Artists are chosen by
algorithms based on their popularity among users of Spotify. On 6 November 2016, Spotify released an updated version 6.0 of
its iOS app for iPhone, iPad and iPod touch.

On 23 October 2018, it was reported that Spotify would offer exclusive content via Facebook Live Videos for its subscribers
during the global release of Ariana Grande's new album Sweetener in advance to the album release on 3 November 2018.
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